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Abstract

The Landsat-7 Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC) Emergency System (DES) is required to
extract user-specified scene content from a subinterval of Earth imagery data and create a level-zero
imagery product.  This functionality has been restricted to the extraction of scenes bounded by the
Worldwide Reference System (WRS) grid because of the difficulty in devising a scheme that would
adequately interpolate between known coordinates to locate a center scan for an arbitrary subset.
This paper presents a vector-based algorithm for estimating the scan number that corresponds to a
given longitude and latitude.  The use of this algorithm will permit the full implementation of floating-
scene subsetting in the DES software or other scene subsetting tools.

1. Introduction
The Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) is the primary science instrument flown aboard the Landsat-
7 spacecraft, launched on 15 April 1999 from Vandenberg AFB, California.  The desired orbit of the
spacecraft is at an altitude of 705 km above the surface of the Earth, with an inclination of 98° to the
equator.  As the spacecraft orbits the Earth, the nadir-pointing ETM+ produces imagery of the spacecraft's
ground track.  The spacecraft is designed to acquire images, or scenes, that are aligned with the Worldwide
Reference System (WRS), which divides the entire surface of the Earth into a grid of 233 paths by 248
rows. Each element of this grid is one unique scene.

An interval of Landsat-7 data is a scheduled ETM+ imagery acquisition along a WRS path and may be
from one to 90 scenes in length.  A subinterval is defined as a single, contiguous segment of raw image
data obtained during a single contact period between the spacecraft and a receiving ground station.  The
largest possible subinterval is 35 full scenes with a partial scene at either end.  Raw subinterval telemetry
data are converted into level-zero subinterval products by the Landsat-7 Processing System (LPS).
Individual WRS scene products can be created by the Landsat-7 Distributed Active Archive Center
(DAAC) Emergency System (DES), at user request, from subsets of data extracted from the LPS output
files.

The LPS software defines scenes and computes geographic coordinates only along the WRS path and row
boundaries.  Path boundaries are a constraint of the orbital motion of the spacecraft.  The DES software is
likewise constrained to the WRS grid for the creation of scene products.  For a variety of reasons,
investigators may wish to create imagery products that do not adhere to the WRS row boundaries.  The
creation of imagery products without respect to WRS row boundaries is known as floating-scene
subsetting, because the scene "floats" between WRS grid coordinates.  This type of processing requires a
method of specifying either the desired center scan or the desired corner coordinates with some accuracy
and relating those coordinates to the known WRS coordinates defined by LPS for a given subinterval.

LPS subinterval metadata files contain sufficient information to establish a relationship between scan
numbering and geocentric coordinates (longitude and latitude).  A simple linear interpolation is not
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possible, however, because of the singularities that exist at the north and south poles and the general
difficulty of treating the curved surface of the Earth as a planar surface.  The method described here relies
on a transformation from spherical to Cartesian coordinates and a simple application of vector mathematics
to establish this relationship, based on the angular separation of unit vectors that represent points on the
surface of a unit sphere.  Once this angular relationship is determined, interpolation of geocentric
coordinates becomes greatly simplified.

2. Algorithm
The problem statement may be summarized thus:

Given two points, P1 = ( α1, δ 1 ) and P2 = ( α2, δ 2 ), that represent known scene-center
coordinates in a subinterval of Landsat-7 imagery, and the corresponding known scene-
center scan numbers s1 and s2 (such that s1 < s2), estimate the scan number s3 for an
arbitrary third point P3 = ( α3, δ 3 ) in the vicinity of the first two points.

The solution to this problem lies in the transformation from spherical to Cartesian coordinates.  For each
surface point Pi = ( αi , δ i ), a corresponding unit vector, ip̂ , is constructed as
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where longitude is given as 0° ≤ α < 360°, latitude is given as -90° ≤ δ  ≤ 90°, and both are treated as
geocentric coordinates and not as geodetic coordinates.  The two points P1 and P2 are sufficient to define a
great circle, G1, which bisects the subinterval lengthwise and approximates the ground track of the Landsat-
7 spacecraft.  Each great circle has two poles, one "positive" and one "negative" (in a right-handed sense).
Using the unit vectors associated with points P1 and P2, the positive pole C1 of this great circle is found by
the expression
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An example set of coordinates for this algorithm is shown in Figure 1.  A great circle arc connecting the
target point P3 with the pole of G1 will intersect the first great circle arc at a point designated here as P4.
The point P4 is necessarily the point on G1 that is closest to the target point P3, and the arc between P3 and
P4 will be perpendicular to G1.  We can therefore define this second great circle G2 that passes through the
points P3 and C1 (and P4!); its "positive" pole, C2, is given by
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As a consequence of G2 being perpendicular to G1, it can be shown that the pole of G2 lies on G1.  These
two great circles intersect at two distinct points, namely, the poles of the great circle G3 connecting C1 and
C2.  The intersection point nearest to P3 yields the desired point P4 and is given by
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It is interesting to note that the three unit vectors, 421 ˆ,ˆ,ˆ pcc , are mutually perpendicular and, therefore,
form the basis of a right-handed, orthogonal coordinate system.

Figure 1.  Example coordinates

At this point in the algorithm, it is appropriate to verify that the target point P3 is actually contained within
the subinterval.  Since ETM+ scans are made perpendicular (cross-track) to the orbital path (along-track),
we can be confident that points P3 and P4 are contained in the same ETM+ scan if the angular separation
between these two points is less than the half-width of a scan.  The angle between two unit vectors, û  and

v̂ , is given by the function
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A WRS scene has a cross-track width, s, of 185 kilometers by design.  The angular half-width, θh, of an
ETM+ scan, projected onto the ground, can be estimated as
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where R⊕ is the equatorial radius of the Earth.  Using the function defined in Equation (5), the angular
separation between points P3 and P4 can be determined and compared with θh, to verify that the target point
falls within the cross-track width of the subinterval:

( ) hpp θ≤Θ 43 ˆ,ˆ (7)
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If Equation (7) is true for points P3 and P4, then the scan number determined for P4 would be a valid
estimate for the scan number for P3.  Otherwise, the requested point P3 would be outside of the given
subinterval width.

Now, the ratio of scan numbering to angular separation is determined as
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and, finally, the estimated scan number s3 is determined, via interpolation, as
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As one final check on validity, it should be verified that
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to guarantee that the target point falls within the along-track length of the subinterval.

3. Conclusions
A great advantage of this method is that it is independent of the attitude and orbit of the spacecraft.
Furthermore, this algorithm is not complicated by the oblateness of the Earth, since the calculations are
performed in a geocentric, rather than geodetic, coordinate system.  The "defined" WRS scene-center
coordinates and scan numbers are, however, dependent on orbit and attitude, as well as ETM+ instrument
alignment.  Any inaccuracies in these input values or in the associated calculations will of course affect the
result of this algorithm.

It must be stated clearly that this method is an approximation technique and not an exact solution.  No
attempt is made to compensate for the rotation of the Earth under the orbiting spacecraft, which causes the
ground track to deviate from a great circle arc along the path between scene-center coordinates.  However,
the approximation works well for small arcs.  To estimate the center scan number for floating-scene
subsetting, it is strongly recommended that the known scene-center coordinates to be used in this algorithm
be those of the WRS scenes that are immediately adjacent to the scene region of interest.  The example
coordinates (P1, P2, P3) shown in Figure 1 are greatly exaggerated for clarity.

Having established the relationship between scan numbering and geocentric coordinates, it would be a
relatively straightforward matter of coordinate conversion to determine longitude and latitude as a function
of scan number.  Thus, for an arbitrary scan number, scene-center or (with a bit more work) scene-corner
coordinates may be obtained as desired.  This is left as an exercise for the reader.

This algorithm was developed specifically to make possible the implementation of floating-scene
subsetting in the DES software or a similar scene-subsetting tool.  The prototype software for this algorithm
is listed in Appendix A.  The general concept could easily be applied to other Earth-observing spacecraft
ground systems that are required to extract and process image data based on user-supplied terrestrial
coordinates.
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Appendix A: Prototype software
The prototype software for this algorithm was written in the Interactive Data Language (IDL), a product of
Research Systems, Inc., and is shown in following code listing:

; ****************************************************************************
; UNIT NAME: swath.pro
;
; PURPOSE: Test the algorithm for estimating ETM+ scan number of
;             target point based on known WRS lon/lat coordinates
;
; DEVELOPMENT HISTORY:
; Author            Date       Description of Change
; ----------------- ---------- -----------------------------
; John J. Boia      04/27/1999 Prototype written in IDL
; ****************************************************************************

; Compute the norm (length) of a vector
FUNCTION NORM, Q
   RETURN, SQRT( TOTAL( DOUBLE(Q)^2 ) )
END

; Normalize (unitize) a vector
FUNCTION NORMALIZE, V
   M = NORM(V)
   IF M EQ 0.0D THEN M = 1.0D
   RETURN, V/M
END

; Compute geocentric unit vector for a longitude/latitude pair
; Inputs:  A = longitude
;          D = latitude
; Keywords: DEGREES -- If set, A and D are specified in degrees
;                      Otherwise, A and D are in radians
FUNCTION AD2GCI, A, D, DEGREES=DEGREES
   C = 1.0D
   IF KEYWORD_SET(DEGREES) THEN BEGIN
      C = 180.0D/!DPI
      IF A LT 0.0D THEN A = A + 360.0D
   ENDIF
   KA = A/C & KD = D/C
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   SA = SIN(KA) & CA = COS(KA)
   SD = SIN(KD) & CD = COS(KD)
   V = [ CA*CD, SA*CD, SD ]
   RETURN, V
END

; Compute the cross product of two vectors
FUNCTION CROSSP, A, B
   C = [ A[1]*B[2]-A[2]*B[1], A[2]*B[0]-A[0]*B[2], A[0]*B[1]-A[1]*B[0] ]
   RETURN, C
END

; Compute the angular separation of two vectors
; Keywords: DEGREES -- If set, return value is specified in degrees
;                      Otherwise, return value is in radians
FUNCTION ANGLE, V1, V2, DEGREES=DEGREES
   A = NORMALIZE(V1)
   B = NORMALIZE(V2)
   IF KEYWORD_SET( DEGREES ) THEN C = 180.D0/!DPI ELSE C = 1.0D
   ADOTB = TOTAL(A*B)
   IF ABS(ADOTB) LT 0.99 THEN BEGIN
      ; Use dot product
      ANG = ACOS( ADOTB )
   ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
      ; Use cross product for very small angles
      ANG = ASIN( NORM( CROSSP(A,B) ) )
      IF ADOTB LT 0.0 THEN ANG = !DPI - ANG
   ENDELSE
   RETURN, C * ANG
END

; Estimate the scan number for a target point C given two reference
; points, A and B, representing known WRS scene-center coordinates
;
; Invocation:   S = LL_SCAN( A, B, C )
;
; Inputs:  A,B = [ longitude, latitude, scan_number ]
;          C   = [ longitude, latitude ]
;
; Return:  S   = scan number associated with point C

FUNCTION LL_SCAN, A, B, C

   ; Convert longitude/latitude coordinates to unit vectors
   U1 = AD2GCI(A[0],A[1],/deg)
   U2 = AD2GCI(B[0],B[1],/deg)
   U3 = AD2GCI(C[0],C[1],/deg)

   ; Locate pole of subinterval great circle
   C1 = CROSSP( U2, U1 ) & C1 = C1/NORM(C1)

   ; Locate pole of great circle through target point and first pole
   C2 = CROSSP( C1, U3 ) & C2 = C2/NORM(C2)

   ; Locate intersection of the two great circles near target point
   U4 = CROSSP( C2, C1 ) & U4 = U4/NORM(U4)

   ; Compute ratio of scan number to angular separation
   G = (B[2]-A[2]) / ANGLE( U1, U2 )

   ; Estimate by linear interpolation the scan number of target point
   S = A[2] + G * ANGLE( U1, U4 )
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   ; Verify that target point is generally between the two reference points
   THRESH = 0.5*(185.0/6371.0)*180.0/!DPI
   IF ANGLE(U3,U4,/deg) GT THRESH THEN BEGIN
      MESSAGE, /INFO, 'Target point falls outside of swath width!'
   ENDIF
   IF S LT A[2] OR S GT B[2] THEN BEGIN
      MESSAGE, /INFO, 'Target point falls outside of swath length!'
   ENDIF
   RETURN, S

END

; Procedure to test the function LL_SCAN with realistic coordinates
; based on early Landsat-7 metadata.  The result obtained from this test
; is 979.4, which is acceptably close to the expected result of 980.0.

PRO SWATH

   ; Specify pair of reference coordinates
   A = [-97.8901, 43.1860,  649.0]  ; longitude, latitude, scan number
   B = [-98.8294, 40.3340, 1310.0]

   ; Specify target coordinates
   C = [-98.3674, 41.7610]          ; longitude, latitude

   ; Invoke scan number estimation function and print result
   S = LL_SCAN( A, B, C )
   PRINT, C[0], C[1], S, format="('Lon./Lat.: ',2F9.3,8x,'Scan: ',F7.1)"

END


